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Lorem Ipsum
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, vitae at eget sollicitudin volutpat eu, eu vel 

mauris magna faucibus adipiscing ante, proin quam nec adipiscing in, sed sapien 
sed eros at. Posuere asperiores suspendisse enim, mi sed sit. Diam tellus conse-
quat rhoncus, diam lobortis eleifend id, dictum malesuada lectus phasellus est in, 
massa ultrices mi ut. Quis lacus at, eos nec consectetuer vel quam. Mauris nulla 
nulla feugiat habitasse dui ante, sed lacinia sapien placerat, justo vestibulum sem 
pellentesque odio dolor.

Sed odio lobortis nulla. Ante wisi praesent. Ridiculus consectetuer in justo 
odio in purus, consequat at ultricies lacus. Ornare ipsum. Et eget, vivamus 
vestibulum pharetra fringilla velit mauris, at mattis turpis, suspendisse quam nec 
iaculis viverra dui pellentesque, ullamcorper quis. Nulla arcu mi nunc aliquam ut, 
placerat in habitasse.

Vestibulum libero eu cras, vivamus in wisi pellentesque enim gravida ut. Ul-
trices nec eget pede quam vivamus, duis erat neque luctus turpis, cum sociosqu 
wisi amet amet. Stop reading. Dolor consequat enim sed nulla dolor, donec 
rutrum posuere eleifend nulla. Litora donec, sit metus cras morbi, sociosqu 
tincidunt sed, habitasse massa massa sed eget vel, maecenas ipsum. Ullamcorper 
dictumst. Non sapien.

Magna aenean lectus wisi pede luctus consequat, vestibulum urna at eget, 
est sed. Id non lectus, integer sollicitudin ut metus fringilla dictum nibh, sol-
licitudin lectus amet vel, suspendisse tortor et lorem sit est. Lectus nulla con-
sectetuer. Lobortis porttitor rhoncus tempus massa laoreet elit, gravida dolor, 
neque nunc venenatis malesuada nulla. Start creating. Erat duis congue augue 
dolor.

Letter From the Editor-in-Chief  Elizabeth Salib
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The Journal as Worlds and Rapids and Rafts

What happens is this: the train stalls between Warden and Kennedy Station, 
or the bus breaks down on Eglinton, or you wake up and your car battery is 
dead and there is no one to drive you to school. This happens, of  course, when 
you are already an hour late for class, having slept in, and your half-finished 
paper is trapped behind your laptop’s Blue Screen of  Death. On the weekend, 
your best friend betrayed you. Your OSAP has not come through. Still.

What happens is this: while you are stuck on the train, or on the bus, or 
waiting in your car for a boost, these letdowns and stresses, these pressures and 
deadlines and failures, all take the form of  great rocks and raging rapids. They 
become the stony reefs your life breaks against, the tumultuous currents that 
drag you under.

This experience—this transformation of  life into jagged rocks and fierce 
waters—is the result of  very real circumstances and very real sensations: feel-
ings of  isolation, of  being at once overwhelmed by the turmoil of  the world 
and bound inside your own brain. But this experience is also the result of  how 
these circumstances are perceived. To be bound and overwhelmed is often to be 
bound and overwhelmed in habitual orderings of  perception and sensation, the 
routine slices and shapings of  the world’s chaotic flow.

Art liberates. As Arthur Schopenhauer writes, art “plucks the object of  its 
contemplation out of  the stream of  the world’s course.” The particular, unique 
splinter that art claims from the chaos becomes “the representative of  the 
whole, an equivalent of  the endless multitude in space and time.” Art freezes 
the world’s rapids in an original fragment and, in this original fragment, the 
world’s rapids rage.

What needs to happen, then, is this: in that stalled train or bus or car, or on 
the days you are alone, or in the nights you are overwhelmed, turn to this jour-
nal. The writers and artists in these pages have reached into the stream of  the 
world’s course, into the depths of  their surroundings and of  themselves, and 
withdrawn these unique renderings of  the rocks and the
rapids. These works are the matchless crafts and vessels of  your fellow travel-
lers. These works are the original courses they have charted, the new means to 
conceive of  the stream and its raging. It’s your turn now. Reach with both hands 
at once. Head first or otherwise, dive in.

Introduction by Daniel Scott Tysdal
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Mattieu Dominic Ramsawak
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Hourglass
management. flies. digits. daylight-savings. waiting. watching. always late.

second. minute. hour. second. deadline. less. procrastinate.
solar. linear. relative. distance/speed. century. beep.

age. young. old. new. warranty. sleep.
alone. watch. alarm. clock.

tick tock
{.......}

tick tock
replace. renew. expire. stock.

once. again. return. reflect. long. ago. never.
calendar. date. limited. season. winds. change. forever.

waits for no man. of  the essence. heals all wounds. makes you tough.
precious. moments. save. more. less. borrowed. spend. too much. not enough.
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on something like a paradox of  will
what does it take to turn 
the full-inverted curve
      to conquer self
by self  in one climactic surge that kills
all skills required for hesitation

to make a whole obliterate
itself  in final defiance
  of  its despotic
drives to be  be   be     do     do   do do (repeated
ad infinitum  ad nauseam   etc.)  

to fragment irreparably 
the valency of  being 
    by swallowing 
the fulcrum locus of  its identity pendulations
in a hacked last act of  what-should-be-

impossible will  so to topple
humpty-dumpty style
    from the tedium
of  triviality 
         and assert the right to choose 
to lose the right to ever make a choice again



Samantha Burton
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Dear Social Butterfly
I hate them and their complaints
about such minor things
like disjointed umbrellas
ugly, turtle dramas
Not the code glazed look in the eye
of  the female store clerk
as you drop your change to the floor

Them and their friends
So common, so easy
Just like breathing
Twirling in their DNA
In mine, a neuron misplaced
They laugh at the back of  class,
and during midnight wanderings
The air between the phone and me
Rips at my disdain

At least your brain is not a blueprint
or an encyclopedia of  intolerable foibles
And your throat doesn’t bulge bubbles,
popped at every hot spoken word
Or see eggshells tied to every facial muscle
Or taste your own displeasure,
thick and as tactile as gasoline



Stacey Kwan
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My World
Step into my world
a city of  lights
and wondrous sights
all seen from a distance
still against the whirl
of  city life
of  the bustle and strife
a solid resistance
suburbia on the edge of  existence
daily routine safe and consistent.



Chantelle Walters
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Untitled
With arms open
I’d chase the sun –
fluorescent
pink horizon:
tangerine and hibiscus run
round the face of  the
setting sun.
Sky shuts
her eyes
and proceeds to hum
inviting night
into her bosom



Novelette Munroe
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Ordering in My Soul
I’ll take some tomatoes with that olive
Mustered with a hole in it
Ketchup in an IV drip
Silicone with a beer stub in it
I’ll take liquor with my pineapples.
Rosemary with my dried apples
I’ll take your hair with rose petals
I’ll condition your honey suckles
I’ll take a car with your toe truffles
I’ll take your stones with a side of  parsnip clones
I’ll take your offerings on this mind drone
Pylon incessant
Soul tyrant
Soul songs.
I’ll take your everything with a side of  moult in it
Sickle ripples in pickles
Stop driving your sirens into my barren tones
Baritone
I hate your liver bones
Your liver tones
I’ll take your honey nickels
With your peer of  apples
And end it with a moan.



Mathura Sabanayagam
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Counting Stars
Gazing through the window of  misted glass,
a father turns towards a still stream, where
a child dances, her feet skimming the grass.
As the singing wind caresses her hair,
she scans the silent skies, counting the stars
scattered like sunken ships in seas of  night.
On a distant coast, invisible black bars
surround a weeping mother who recites
a prayer for her famished son. His eyes
burning amidst the howling sands, he bends
over soil, planting seeds until the sunrise
stirs his sleeping sorrows. Again, the sun descends.
No shoot shall ever spring where dead seeds lie;
nor will stars shine above his faded sky.



Richelle Himaya
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Onion Recipes

SCAB

Imagine the layers as your skin.
Gently pull apart your skin.
Put it back together again.

AWKWARD EXPERIMENT

Peel a layer.
Introduce yourself.
Go on a date. 

DIVINE CREATION

Peel three layers.
Stack them on top of  each other.
Name him/her. 

ALIEN

Peel a layer.
Put it on your head.
You no longer think with your head. 



Samantha Lobo
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Medieval Mutiny
Clips and riddles that I make of  this town,
Snip the fiddle of  the jesters around
Strike the king on the seat of  his throne,
Marry his queen so she won’ t feel alone

Serve a feast for the death of  the king,
Blow the horns, let the castle bells ring
Within 3 days, the battle has been won
Behold my kingdom, the mutiny has begun

Kill the prisoners, free the slaves,
Polish my sword, slay the dragons in the caves
The field all bloodied, the nightingales have sung
Trample the bodies, the mutiny has begun

Swap the flags, paint my grin,
Shave the stubble upon my chin
We took them captive, they were tortured and hung
The enemy is weak, the mutiny has begun

My charm and wit surpass yours too,
I’ ve won the people, and gained a crew
Seduce all the maidens in all of  the land,
For the day of  mutiny is at hand

A duel at dawn, we fight to the death
Rape and pillage the town, they mustn’ t forget
Please my love, I’ m coming back for you
We’ ll ride together in a day or two

Await my return with a heavy heart,
Pray to the heavens, we’ ll rip them apart
You’ ll see my shadow before the sky turns blue,
Do not forget my love, this mutiny was for you.



Daniele Hopkins
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Lycopersicon and the Big Bad Wolf
My round little red, freshly
matured; for my first time
you were kindly dressed
in salty seasons. When old
enough to use a knife, I learned
to kill you myself.



Lisa Marie Nagapen
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Transmission
A tangle of  wires and encoded signals
trying to make us communicate.
Spans oceans, sidewalks and trickles up and down poles
stretching my voice from here to there.
Inflections lost over static while
I try to reach through the earpiece
to show you what I’m trying to say.

Intonations fall flat,
into the receiver.
The output is confused and coiled,
like the wires and cables that bind us together.
I try to ride radio waves
into a precipice of  common ground.
Undrawn like magnets to these pieces of  plastic
and aluminum meant to simulate intimacy.

I wish that my words could reach you,
drip through the infinite waves of  space between us and
slither into your sleeping ears.
Stream through your consciousness like the blood in your veins.

Your frustration is lost over the speaker
and my sincerity thins to your listening.
At times, those wires mimic nearness,
your voice is tangible beating on my eardrums,
before the tug of  a cord measures the distance.

Electronic waste
and for that-
I let you off  the hook.



Mattieu Dominic Ramsawak
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dark matter
i try to find
myself
amidst this
jumbled mess of
smiles painted
identities assumed
versatile pretences
halfhearted hobbies
definitions
ambiguities
role players
rule benders
fragments of
almost something
mostly nothing
and as I shuffle
through the mess of
this disjectia membra
i find that
i myself  am
unobserved



Ibrahim Elzaibak
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In a Moment

Chain-coffee-drinkers wisp slowly
from a cold cloud of  smoke. Shiver in
their dreams which race like Kawasakis.

Ninjas creep in through circles of
scraped glass. Bouncers block
emergency exits. Krav-Maga breaks a nose
Drunken kung-fu, aggressive acrobatics.

Red light districts,
prostituting, wiping that white off  nose.
skinny ladies giving dome
firing squads – or 80 lashes?

A terrorist spits, soaking ants that huddle
under pebbles for cover. All running
to bring crumbs home to the colony.
All-work-no-play.

Politicians get paid to pass legislations
that have detectives look the other way.
Pay as you go cell phones,
no wire taps to break the deal.
Crack feens starving for that product
kids pick poppies from fields.

PhD’s driving taxi cabs. Cash-advance
Western Unions on every block
marathon runners gasping for air
a pious person prostrates and prays.



Ibrahim Elzaibak
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Star Spangled beliefs, M16s,
atomic dreams manifest their
steel riveted faces into the home of  a martyr
Cement hangs over like a binge drinker
Trees glow with neon lights, but it
ain’t Christmas here. Steel pores holes
through six and a half  inches of  solid stone.
Apache Gunship
30mm canon barrage tears through the limbs.
Six journalists, bleeding generously, renounce their bodies.



Alexandra Gater
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Desert Memories
city lights are passing
they remind me
of  whispering words of  sweet inspiration in the back of  cabs,

my body flowing into yours with every sharp turn and quick stop
as if  I were the rolling hills of  your desert plane back
never ending and smooth, sprinkled with freckles of  sand grains
and red swipes of  a lion’s paw whose origins are still unknown
or the sand dune arcs and notches of  your spine
carefully separated by coasts of  cartilage

there should be a book composed of
the whispered words
that flowed between us like water
a desert never sees



Lucy Sun
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The Loss of  Perfection
Cracks Cackles
Tearful Concoctions
Long nights Winding sighs
Self-condemnatory broken ties
Crashes Smashes
Whirlwind of  backlashes
Dissolving visions Melting moulds
Rampant heartbeats skipping folds

I swing into reality
So sick of  this extremity

And jump—



Samantha Burton
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Dear Wallflower
You and I are one and the same
Planted in the same vast garden
Flourishing in deep seeded secrecies
Nourished and nervous pouches, set abloom
in a different room

You recalling the dirt stains on your slate
Take a mirror to my wings
Notice the blemish on family histories
Or the faint blush of  mistrust
Vacant in decencies

Your toad styled envy
of  our gold tied ribbons
makes to a fantasy
an enchantment of  sorts
on your sliding scale of  the norm
so ruffle your colours
taste their dimensions
spring to the seed of  the sun
Because when night dies into day
We’re all stumbling creatures
as the morning comes
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Katie Fewster-Yan
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Chantelle Walters
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Blue in Green
The Look of  Love is
in your eyes and
I Krall into your
embrace and invite you
to
finger me
like a saxophone;
sensually seduced:
each of  these
keys pressed,
perused
for the soul
purpose of  music.
Mount your maw
on my mouthpiece
that I may moan melodies;
my reed parted
when you “Go Down Moses” -
your Arm-strong enough to
hoist me in mid-air; this
bare brass body
begging for you to
blow once more in
and out like a Coltrane
in “Zimbabwe” that has travelled
for Miles. You whisper:
Where should I Parker? and as much
as it is a Sin- “Atra-hasis!” I dub you, “My god -
your rod “Feels so Good”
Faster, you strum
Gently
and bend me southward



Chantelle Walters
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our inhales
and exhales
entwined with
closed eyes
you breathe
into me
onto me
And that,
is how you make
love
to jazz.



Mathura Sabanayagam
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Our Dying Mother Earth
Along her shores unfold the woeful waves
Which softly spill her blood by night and day.
With salted wounds, she nears her looming grave
Watching her youthful beauty fade away.
As curling coils of  slyly swirling smoke
Slowly fold over her pale, wasted face
And twist her tender throat, she coughs, gasps, chokes
Imprisoned within Death’s chilling embrace.
Lost is the scent of  gently rolling hills
Once filled with soothing songs from nature’s lips.
Hidden behind the fumes rising from shrill
Metal jaws embedded into her hips.
Yet none step forth to give life back to she
Who gave her life to let her children be.



Mattieu Dominic Ramsawak
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The Apex of  the Vortex of  Joint 
Engineering - A Shakespearean Sonnet

I once rode a unicorn into space
Landed on the moon, shat in a crater
Then I punched the unicorn in his face
Back to Earth in a big elevator
Here, I discovered my ninja powers
And so I challenged my shadow to fight
The battle was epic; Went on for hours
Beat him so badly, the fucker turned white
But that’s when I lost my depth perception
And my stomach turned into a black hole
I’m not quite sure how I reached the kitchen
All I know is that the fridge went down whole

That was my craziest trip yet, indeed;
I should lay off  this motherfucking weed.



Antonio Pe
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Night Carousel
At night he rode a carousel,
one I could never ride.
So furiously it spun at times,
his image out of  sight.

But when it slowed enough to see
his arms reach out in fright,
it’d pick it up apace again
and glow against the night.

Lone carousel, night spectacle
to board you is his rite
till morning comes to wash the light
and throw him back to life.

Lone carousel, night spectacle,
you hide his blurry plight
till morning comes to steal away
the wonder of  the night.



Nicholas Evan Annett
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Easy St.
 I
  don’t       live
   near    white 
      picket   fences
    or semblances of  love.
       where           I rest       
                         my head
              hangs              heavy   
         on its cold pillow 
            an empty case            of  cheap beer.
               restless I’m       always
                            wishing that        life wasn’t
                    so  hard on                          Easy street
                        Named For The                        prostitutes that                
                             line up        just outside      my window



Arianne Tong
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Dodging Shadows
The blackness; the dark
one dimensional outline of
me and you -
the Shadow.

It never looks like us:
dismiss it;
it’s not real,
it can’t feel or touch or breathe.
It only follows, and seethes
out and grows from the feet, and breeds
an uncertainty...
a certain uncertainty...

Oh, we can see it in the sun,
but in the dark - where there is no sun
or light
so bright -
then where does the shadow run?

No Where.
I am the shadow; you are the shadow.
There’s no shadow we can dodge,
no shadow that can run.



Novelette Munro
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The Devil You Know
The devil promised to lie to me.
He warmed my ear with his plans to leave me stranded here.
He never hesitated to turn the key and start up my tears.
He loved scarring me.
Marking me.
A means of  finding an easier place to
Expose new flesh to his bluster.

The devil knows my blood.
He took my heart out once,
Then used his finger to lubricate my aorta.
Tasted my blood and clotted it with his tongue.
He massaged my soul and called it coarse.

Stuck a straw in my trachea
and blew hard when he was feeling courteous.

The devil I know was my drug.
He mourned beside me at each cemetery.
Filling my mind with duct tape phrases
While stroking my back he ensured
I coughed out my kidney sacks.

I felt no fear whilst dining with the devil I trusted.
It’s the devil I had no idea I trusted who stole my property and made 
me barter my time
drinking coffee.
I hope his charm
ignites his body in flames that stretch from the ground to the sun.



Ibrahim Elzaibak
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No Support
Just relax.
Take a deep breath and let all of  your muscles, all of  your fibres, Ree-
lax.
I want you to count down in your head from 200- take a deep breath, 
Reelax.
Now, imagine that you are on a train. As the train is moving you are 
travelling back in time. When you look out of  the window you see 
glimpses of  past memories flashing by. I want you to pick one image 
that stands out; hold on to the memory…
Now tell me, where are you in this memory?

I — I am, young again!
It appears, i i, I am back— in Toronto, in what we used to call- Canada. 
I am late for something, rushing. I run up a flight of  stairs. I find my-
self  surrounded by a circle of  people. It looks like a mandala, a healing 
circle. Everyone is smiling.
I think they know me!

This is great progress. Now think deeper into this image. What are you 
doing in this “healing circle” and why does everyone know you?

I... I’m not sure why I’m here… Hold on, the man leading the healing 
circle is speaking:
ShlyOzmdus I mt atravller frum an antiq land Whoo sayd: Tuvast and 
trunkless legs of  stone Stand in the deserrt. Ner thm, sand, Half  sunk, 
a shatter’d visage lies, whose frown nd wrinkld lp, ndsneer of  coldc-
mmnd... — What does this mean!

It is a Poem! Shelly’s Ozymandias. Why would he be reciting a Poem! 
You know poems are outlawed! Forget about this memory, Erase it 
from your mind!
— Nurse, inject the patient with 50mg of  Trifluoperazine”



Ibrahim Elzaibak
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Buh- But Sir! That is…

Do it! Now! That’s an order!

I’m, I’m remembering now… I was- a poet once. This is a poetry work-
shop.
We were learning how to improve our craft. The people around me are all 
my peers. We are learning how to create! How to become immortals!
Syllabic- verse, Meta- Poem, Poesy. Elegy.

These are my peers, they are reviewing my works; helping me improve.
Clarify your arc. Straighten your posture. Too abstract- make it more con-
crete.
Only love stays on the brain, and something these people, these other ones 
call life...
   
—NURSE! 300 volts to the Cerebrum and Frontal Lobe. STAT!

Iambs- help to close off  a line. Assonance. Extended Metaphor. BEDMAS- 
Watch the arc!’ These are my peers, we are learning to perfect our craft. 
Good image. Too cliché

He is a hopeless case.
Nurse, inject him with 20mL of  Anestesal.

But SIR, that is unethi—

Do it! Or go home and never come back!
— FINE I’ll do it myself!”

The falcon cannot hear the falconer; things fall apart; the centre cannot 
hold; mere anarchy loosed on the world, the blood-dimmed tide is loosed, 
and everywhere the ceremony of  innocence is drowned. These are my 
peers. We are, We are, We are, We are Immortals! We are, We are learning. 
Craafts. aart. We are Heaalingg. Circlee…”

beep, beeeeep, beeeeeep, beeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee-
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Beside a Peach
I think it’s a time of  reflection
lying with others
their clothes strewn about frigid tile
and lace was balanced
on top of  goosebumps

how can you begin to grasp at
threads of  dignity—
an instant now when you actually smile
tell me you know me
tell me you love this

in the hall I saw my double in a mirror
beauty like a prune
beside a peach
my head drying up and shrivels
as she kisses me
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Our love was a quiet love
Our love was the budding of  a morning glory,
Sudden, temporary, almost unnoticed,
Yet with all the splendor and mystery
Of  a world we barely understood.

Our love was a story almost told by tongues
Wandering, traversing hills and culverts of  imperfect bodies,
Peeking flesh that only wagged when met with quivering skin
And bitten when love, removed, lingered in our thoughts.

Our love was a quiet love,
The kind which listens longingly
To lonely highway songs,
And stammers awkward goodbyes;
A love not felt, but lived,
Not spoken, but understood.



Mathura Sabanayagam
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Sleep
So many nights we have spent in this prison
of  our homes, scratching lonely lines of  ink
into blank pages. The sun has risen
into the newborn sky, and yet we sink
deeper, deeper into the black sea…
… over our numbed skulls roll the iron waves,
scattering the bones in trails of  white debris
across the ocean floor. We engrave
into the shifting sands the ancient words
of  a distant language, a thousand grains
slipping away beneath us, voices blurred
to a dead silence amidst the remains…
Now whispers of  hope shine through the morning sky
I sleep in peace with this sweet lullaby. 



Patrick Chui
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A Feeling
So cold
Freezing
A hole in the heart of  your home
The night cuts across the sky
The piercing darkness seeps in
Are you frozen in a voiceless scream?
Such a blue winter
A dim sight of  hope
A subtle voice attacks your mind
The room turns black
Can you hear the darkness without sound?
A breath of  dark wind closes in
Terror whispers in somber night
An imminent fate calls for you
It feels so cold



Lisa Marie Nagapen
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Wanderer
Green doors framed by white,
a song for the mysteries I’ll never forget.
A shore swept beach of  powdery sand
and eye flinching rays on waves.

I remember running over sidewalk cracks,
spinning into daybreak
towards the rising sun,
trying to beat it.

Laughing so hard we couldn’t breathe,
when the white lines went on forever.

We converged at patterns
that dispersed to all places,
directing us to oceans and desserts
and grassy hills bathed in sunlight.
It goes on for millions and millions of  miles
under an endless azure expanse with white cotton tufts.
Unwinding conundrums
we waited to dismember.

Then it wouldn’t stop raining,
bullets on my window and
pools leaking through cratered pavement.
I diabolical dream weaver
am averse to the grand plan.
Instruction-less, I wander around bends,
through caverns and
atop canyons.

Things are still, and these are the days I cannot illuminate.
You seem Light years away.
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An Elegy
Trapeze style roses
hang above the laundry room sink
They inspire me
to do things other than grieve
Their petals shrink ominously
like a difficult inevitability
As if  trying to deny the soil of  their birthright
In an act of  rebellion, ruby red curls
to begin blotching black
Like a gargoyle’s stone wings
introverting into its chest
Giving into the elemental state
Knowing that to not move means to stop
that stopping means to stone
as black means to absence
of  some kind of  whimper
of  a shade;
look, even the frosting of  the sill avoids it
Without a shadow it gives no warnings
of  its dress of  its contagious hollowness
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Enjoyed by Someone Else
trapped
in a café by
a wrought iron chair
at a table that rocks
how to make it stop
hold it up
push it down
gasp for a breath
of  fresh air

lose myself
in the smoke
of  a cigarette
cough
choke
I’d put it out but
I can’t quite reach
what doesn’t belong
to me

table shakes
coffee spills
boiling
brown
brew
bites on its way through
my pants
to the ground

eat my bagel
choke
on the sticky stew
inside of  me
wish it were you
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you who are
out of  reach
like the fresh air
enjoyed by someone else
just there
across the street
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Untitled
Twisted keys of  ancient dandelions
all flounder in the guts
of  a Sumerian boy that
used to listen to the mumble
of  old fools retelling rumors of
flying dappled frogs
and heroes buried alive.

No sleep.
No rest.
Nothing is real tonight;
a carbon copy of  a carbon copy.
In the corner of  a photograph, a dark blur—
just beyond the reach of  the light.

He is in a conscious coma.
A numb suspension of  animation.

Not alive in any sense of  the word.
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One Last Stand
One night stand,
A cigarette butt and a ring that owns no hand,
Scarred, no handle, I
Sit against the headboard,
Staring at the mantle where
Smiling pictures used to stand.

One night stand,
One half  screaming for the whole,
A telephone sits with the cable unplugged
By the clock, the curtains you chose
Wave in the cold,
Cradling my knees to my head, I slowly rock.

One night stand
The readers digest and highlighter,
A lighter and some flyers,
A takeout container
Enclosed but empty
A liar.

You wouldn’t stay here,
Love couldn’t stay here,
Now all is grey here,
Where two nightstands once stayed here.
Too much for one nightstand
Too much is one night stand.
Now lonely I lay here
No man.
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BEDLAM

in my greenness    I fought for  
a callow liberation      from a pair
of  watchful eyes guarding carefully
    a victory      through pain of  dereliction   
reluctantly surrendered 

this freedom    a disquietude of
soles burning   restless   
  supple bodies gnashing   listless
     sleepless nights  and the endless mourning  of
an inescapable bliss; 
i tread a shaky fence 
   living in moments    existing in hours 
 tending turbulent gardens 
laden with      stolen flowers

i crave this smoldering cauldron 
 of  poisons organic and intangible   
a face dripping tainted milk    two throat pipes 
    that burn so good 
a purple haze of  reveries and pipe dreams 
    fueling  ethereal addiction 
this hunger consumes 
and fills my
                              emptiness
      
i crash along the open freeway 
   full speed     denting a flesh-like 
skin toned aluminum 
   spewing fuel      red with corpuscles  
naively mistaking juvenile endurance for
infallibility 
   and the glory of  a few days for
   permanence
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my father shakes his head
his words      resonate 
like shockwaves in the 
blast radius of
disapproval       head as thick as wood
my balancing act    like his own before me
spinning top in mud 
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Random Black Hairs
Dark eyes, thick, curly, 
stubborn, long 
eye hair lashed.

Random screening
 Airport — check - the bag
     “Any serrated edged high carbon steel?”
      “Any touch burning liquids?”
      “Any paper scribblers and pads?”
Black, thick whisker faced.
Quran concealed beneath neatly pressed dashiki. 

“You will have to come with me”
     (Just-another-random-check)

   [Three point six two hours pass]

“We appreciate your patience, thank you for flying Ameri—”
— “So- Saeed, I mean El Khateeb, err- Karim,
Jabar-Abdul-AramaicAllah— what is your
Reeel purrpus In the U S of  EH?
Be honest now; swear it on your kooran.”

Random medium 
toned
hair is Stubborn, 
axis Black 
Evil- Skinned



Stephanie Kazan
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Circling
What moves in circles
stagnates, like a merry-go-round
at a carnival where every ride
returns you to the start, and the same panorama
of  washed-out figures whirls by.

In your head, the same thought
turns over and over
and you mount the glazed horse,
frozen in motion, eager to ride.

Loop after loop,
the lifeless tail up ahead
lulls your senses
and you can’t see the smiling face beside you
or hear your own laughter.
Mesmerized on a ride that won’t stop,
you hang on tightly to the same moment
as your horizon diminishes,
and the tornado builds.



Katie Fewster-Yan
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don’t doubt the light
no one should be made to doubt their fire
the light sublime that blindingly splits 
their insides in a million slanting slices that unite
and splinter,    and in calamity cohere with the infinite 
 with the comic-cosmic circular twirl
that is illumination ;    that is the lifeblood and the pulsing 
throb of  love which is the be all 
and the nothingness of  the you inside the universal 
 the longing and the loneliness
which so singularly only could spark 
         could ignite 
 the questions

that with certainty all selves must burn emblazoned into being 
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feeding the pool hall
the bloody sauce is red on yellow
smothering meatballs
feeding the pool hall
they love those noodles which lie below
a sticky strip mall
I saw Ron Hextall
very first goalie to score a goal, you know?
dressed in black smoke, out back playing nine ball
Visine eyes, white snow
shot of  amaretto
married his wife sometime in the fall
out back snorting blow
chubby girl he knows
giving him head in a bathroom stall
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Ode to an Infant
From the hands of  the gods, you fell
into the sacred branches of  our family tree;
past the wind-gnarled branches, the lance-shaped leaves,
the sun-scorched bark of  a forgotten autumn.
Soft skin sculpted from snowy gold,
eyes shining with the light of  an ancient love,
pure, holy, and true,
you arrived at our threshold
as the newborn sun graces the horizon of  an aging sky,
a sweet little bundle of  infinite joy.

Your smile stirred new life in the hollows of  winter,
the first snow of  the season settling layers of  wisdom
upon our old, decaying roots.
Across the glacial landscapes,
the long-forsaken soil of  our ancestors,
you blindly scattered the seeds of  your love,
pressing the warmth of  your tiny footprints
to the ghostly ice of  our fossilized hearts.

Day by day, you chiseled the lonely walls of  our home,
molding its shaken beauty into the painted glory of  an earthly sky,
the shrouded whispers of  the past
dissolving into the familiar bleat of  a child’s voice.
Your little fingers
curled in my palm,
your gentle head resting
in the arch of  my shoulder,
you shared with us
the universal secret of  your life,
a cherished piece of  history
on the deep green edge of  time.
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And now, by the grace of  your birth,
we share today’s treasures with future generations;
the sacred gift of  an eternal spring,
floral choirs, orchestra of  birds and nature
all under the clear, celestial roof  of  our newfound home.

Sweet child, we thank you,
you lit our candles in a time of  darkness,
you filled our arms with the brightness of  love,
you reminded us of  our long-lost innocence,
and most importantly,
you gave birth to our family.



Laura Kanabe
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Lost and Found on the Embankment
Trifling stone, once so precious,
When did I see you last?

Sunlight frolicked on your mica veins,
And I, two braids tossed gently by the wind,
Reached down to grasp you with that
Spark of  childlike wonder.

Plunged beneath cool breaking waters:
You emerged,
A brighter, shining you.
I did not.

My most precious dreams destroyed by
Unimaginative friends.
I packed you away with Barbies and baby dolls,
Compelled to hide my foolish inclinations.

Now in the dark you live;
Beauty hid in black.
As wonder drained from me,
I forced it out of  you.
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Fragility
I let my heart dangle
Like a Christmas ornament on an ever-green
Precariously it’s perched on a branch
Like a bird about to take flight
It rests uneasily

Its soft transparent contours reflect the light as it spins slowly
A ghostly momentum propelling it to twirl
If  you look closely you’ll notice
A hairline fracture, barely visible
But visible

The glass chimes as it bumps into other ornaments:
Other hearts clustered on the tree
Like the sound of  tiny fairies that hide just out of  sight
The sound of  miniscule bells on sleighs
My glass heart tinkled

It makes me nervous to have it so far away from me
So high up on that tree,
Out of  my reach

But I watch, as it whirls magically
Gleaming yellow and blue and pink
I smile because I know
My glass heart will never fall
For the green tree supports it
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The Last List
1. Teapot on the kitchen counter

2. Pairs of  shoes by the door

3. Broken clocks that stayed the hour

4. Shattered glasses on the floor

5. Dresses he never saw

6. Chances she never took

7. Bruises along her jaw

8. Apologies that they mistook

9. Tissues used for a cry

10. Kisses for a last goodbye
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Picture Perfect
9 PM. The sweaty leather behind and below me
irritates the skin on my calves. The
silence of  the night, charged with nearly
secret visions of  a volcanic red sky, lingers
and wafts, and mixes with the spice-scented air.

Up. Stickiness creates the worst kind
of  ripping, combined sweat and eagerness
imprints the leather couch, and the rashes
down my thigh imprints itself  in my mind.

Picking up a camera and sliding the screen door open,
I take deep breaths. The air is heavy, mixed with
aromas and odors and tiny blood-sucking nuisances.
Red gets redder and night gets deeper.

Camera in hand, I took a shot. Flash. Perfect.

I tried for others.

They                       didn’t                       come out
quite as well as I would have liked.
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a flight without departure: her dramatic irony
All eyes enviously watch as she moves like the scarred, pale moon across the sky of  
her stage. The stage eagerly accepts the hard thumping and sweeping of  her dancing 
feet. The audience holds its breath with her statue-still postures, flickering lashes and 
rolling eyes. They read her moving poetry as a smooth transition;       
     as a smooth flight through their awe. 

Her eyes are like fashioned keyholes rimmed with kohl  that speak aesthetic illusions 
and historic tales. Her body is merely a shell. But they think it’s the perfect physique 
finessed in red silk and adorned with gold jewelry. They are deceived; unaware that 
she is naked. 
     And through her crisp       liquid movements and 
          statuesque postures alone  she can clothe her bare body.

They think it’s the integration of  three parallel elements called body, mind and soul. 
They’re wrong. They don’t know, 
     likely never will, 
          that in dance, 
               the mind and body are the hardest to discipline. 
Her mind feverishly competes with her body, and
     even the articulation of  a single thought becomes unendurably slow. It’s not a 
dance 
               it’s an unfair duel.  
Because, once the soul embraces the music the body wins. That iceberg of  a mind 
shatters and she soars through every possible emotion. She doesn’t need the adrena-
line rush to move her, there is no acceleration or a roll-out angle: only the plane 
needs to be initiated and slowly lead to departure, 
     But for her, 
          Her dance alone is an exodus 
               For she takes flight without departing.

A flight through their awe. 

1 Kohl: a south Indian term for eyeliner

i. 

ii.

iii.
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held
there is a way of  letting 
the universe
  enclose you(
pollen on a pistil)    in the cupping-softly 
  petals of  a tulip
      that are really sheets 
of  starlight          solidified 
in blooms that lip the long horizon
 that fold over you 
    the sky
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One Hour
One hour until the flowers scream
in terror, the garden burning

One hour until a lifetime of  nothing
will wither and gain a bitter meaning

One hour ago the torture chambers
opened their doors inside his Sister

One hour seems too abrupt for the
young lovers who run away with grief

One hour is all it took for them to leave
while he shook the poet out of  himself
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Collections of  a Cell Phone Photomaniac
Wooden table. I was with you that day.

We sat and talked about your future prospects,
about potential, about gold digging.
Failing that, you’d serve at a coffee shop,
like the one we were in, giving away cups
like the one sitting there on the table.

Totem pole, pandas, and to-scale models of  Ancient Egypt.

I was with you that day too.
We visited a museum - explored worlds
we’ve never known. You tell me that you dream
of  traveling the world some day,
and that I will be the one you’re traveling with.

Your Golden Retriever Nella.

I remember how much she loved me when we first met,
how she tried to nibble my finger off,
and how she followed me around and sat with me
on your front porch. She still does
every time I see her. I remember
being with you that day too.
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And then there was tonight.

Pictures may say it all, but at least tonight
I want to say something more. There were glowing
streetlights reflecting off  the wet pavement;
and a certain slant of  light refracted
through the raindrops like cherry blossom petals
falling from their branches on a sunny summer’s day.
I wanted to share it with you, but you
were not quite there. 
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Pinched Wing: My Crippled Butterfly

Elizabeth Salib
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Folds

Daniele Hopkins
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Ballpoint Pen
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Downtown Stroll

Leigh Cavanaugh
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Pencil 11’’x17’’



Through the Looking-Glass

Phillip Holland
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Hinachii and Jun

Linda Ng
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Digital Painting 10”x10”



Binoculove

Daniele Hopkins
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Ballpoint Pen



Ad Astra

Liane Reale
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HB Pencil, Photoshop 8.5’’x11’’



Yin Yang

Richard Wang
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Acrylic on Canvas



Unadulterated

Alexandra Gater
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Girl with Flowers

Renae McCann
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Digital Painting 8’’x10’’



He was my brother

Jennifer Gordon
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Oil on Canvas 18”x24”



Old Man in Trinidad, Cuba

Jessica Lu
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Serenity

Leigh Cavanaugh
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Acrylic 3’x4’
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Oculopod by Daniele Hopkins, Ballpoint Pen
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When mom told me that I would have a little sister, my eyes shone. That’s 
what she used to tell her friends whenever they came to our house to play 
cards. Every time they would congratulate her, tap her back, try to tickle 
her belly and make jokes that I didn’t really understand. But it has been six 
months, maybe a little more since she told me about you for the first time, 
and I haven’t really seen her belly get any bigger. Are you really coming?

Some of  my friends from school have little brothers and always ask me if  
it’s true that I will have a little sister too, and I always say that I will. They 
say that my mom’s belly is supposed to grow bigger, and after nine months, 
you will be born. You must be some tiny sister, eh? At least you are not 
making my mom huge like other mommies. One of  her friends, who also 
comes every week to play cards with the other ladies, is also pregnant. A 
few days ago she said it has been six months too, and her belly was huge! 
Mom and dad have taught me that there is a difference between a fat wom-
an and a pregnant one, so I say that her belly is huge because she was really 
thin before, like a stick, and now she’s big and round, like a giant soccer ball. 
I hope you like soccer because I’d love to teach you some moves.

Anyway, you should really hurry. The longer you take, the worse things get 
over here. For example, it has been a while since we went to church. Before, 
we used to go every Sunday morning and we would spend the afternoon to-
gether, but since mom told me you were coming things have changed a little 
around here. It’s okay, it’s not your fault. It all began when she fell down the 
stairs. Daddy took her to the hospital and they came back two days later, 
but they weren’t the same. Now, every time I go to their room to say good 
night, daddy says that they are busy and I should go. As soon as I close the 
door, mommy starts to cry and says that she is sorry, but my daddy says that 
it doesn’t matter, it just doesn’t make it right.

Not long ago I hugged my mom and asked her when her belly was going to 
get bigger. She looked down at me and smiled, but I don’t think she meant 
to smile. She put me on the side and went to her room. I could hear her cry

Alejandro Libaque
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To My Sister



so I asked her if  she was okay. She said she’d be fine. “And my little sister?” 
I went on, “Is she okay?”

“Sweetie, you’re too young to understand” she said at the other side of  the 
door.

I also asked my daddy when you were going to arrive, and he said that these 
things take time, and you will get here some day. “Some day” suddenly 
sounds far, so I think you should come sooner than that. I even picked a 
name for you and chose the toys that I want to give you. I swear I will take 
care of  you and we will always play together. And while it’s kind of  sad to 
just wait, unable to do anything about mom and dad, I like waiting for you. 
Even if  they don’t sign my agenda anymore or ask me about school, I know 
that they are thinking about you, and one day you will grow inside mommy’s 
belly and get here.

My friend’s oldest brother overheard that I’d be a big brother like him and 
told me that if  my mommy’s belly is still the same, then you are not really 
coming. That my parents either lied to me or mommy lost you. But I know 
mommy didn’t lose you because you never left her belly, right? And I know 
that they didn’t lie to me because I can tell when it’s a lie and when it’s real, 
and this time was real. I know because my eyes shone. That’s what mommy 
said.

Alejandro Libaque
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	 Traffic	would	be	backed	up	for	the	next	two	hours	and	Cynthia	was	
already	running	late	to	meet	her	divorce	lawyer.	This	would	be	an	expensive	
date	to	miss.	She	once	received	a	bill	for	$80,	the	invoice	said	“Email	Corre-
spondence	–	September	30,	2009,	9:02AM.”	She	remembered	the	message.	
It	was	only	seven	words.	“He	won’t	accept	our	terms.	Call	me.”	The	subway	
was	her	only	hope.	She	descended	the	stairs	to	the	platform.	When	she	
closed	her	eyes	she	saw	lists,	categories,	names,	numbers.	She	approached	
the	token	booth	but	didn’t	notice	the	transit	official	asleep	in	his	chair.	She	
pulled	out	cash	to	pay	her	fare,	and	finally	saw	him,	his	mouth	agape,	his	
hands	folded	over	his	protruding	belly.	Cynthia’s	felt	her	lips	pull	up	at	the	
corners	into	a	wide	smile.	It	was	an	unusual	sensation,	and	this	disturbed	
her.	When	was	the	last	time	she	had	smiled?	

Napatsi Folger
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Newsletter from a 90 Year Old Man

Walter’s Bi-Weekly Newsletter
Sunday, July 12th, 2009 – Vol. 6, No. 12

Hello fellow readers and greetings. In this issue, much like previous issues, I 
would like to update you on my activities and all the interesting things that 
have happened since June 28th.

Yesterday evening, just as I was writing this issue, a bird landed on my 
window sill. It was small and brown with white spots. I asked it how its day 
was, but it flew away.

Jim Laherty, my neighbour, died three weeks ago and he is still dead. I was 
not invited to his funeral.

On Tuesday someone knocked at my door, but I was upstairs. By the time I 
reached the door the knocking had subsided and no one was there.

In an exciting change of  pace, someone knocked again Wednesday! I was 
able to reach the door before the person left. That person was Karen 
Whitely, my newest friend. She had come to visit me and tell
me about the local community theatre which was looking for donations. I 
offered her a nickel and a cup of  tea, but she left without accepting either.

I received an electronic message from Mr. Muhammad Abujad last week. 
He is a Nigerian prince who has unfortunately suffered a revolt and was 
interested in sending his fortune to me for safe keeping. I
told him he could come visit me and stay for a few days till he was back 
on his feet again, but he never replied. If  you’re reading this Muhammad, I 
hope you are well.

Thank you for reading. Until next time, this is Walter McCurdy.
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Because he knew her not, because she smiled a lot, because he would try, 
because he wanted to. Because she was shy but dared to look him in the 
eyes, because their souls were intact but their hearts were broken, because 
they deserved better. Because it wasn’t winter, because they needed no rea-
son, because their friends were supportive. But more than anything, because 
he liked her.

Because they wanted to explore, because they loved food, because she 
played the drums and he, the guitar. Because they were scared, because his 
hand fit hers, because she gave him a hug and the cold night turned warm. 
Because the bells sang at 12, because they sat on a bench, because she lost 
his scarf  and promised to pay him back. But more than anything, because 
she liked him.

Because she had doubts, because he had them too, because their past wasn’t 
past them, because the future seemed too good. Because he promised to 
hurt her, because she promised to take it, because their first time was crazy 
and sweet and amazing. But more than anything, just because.
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Dust
“This wasn’t my idea, this was your plan, your vocation, your right,” starting 
off  with a sentence that was barely audible in such a hushed place annoyed 
me, annoyed my newly acquainted sense of  pride, annoyed me in the same 
sense that the shape of  a misplaced and disinterested expression on his  
face annoyed me as he sipped his preferred golden liquid, and the way he 
pierced his lips together like he was actually facing a corrosive decision, in 
the same way I hated how the temperature fluctuated in my office room and 
how the gathering of  a hallucinogenic dust and cluster of  dirt had seeped 
onto my fingers as I attempted to write daily prodded an obsessive habit of  
singular finger washing, and the inevitable mouse trap snapping 
irritation that followed the questioning of  such an absurd act, he curled his 
head like a broken rag doll saying, “it wasn’t my intention to include you,” 
as if  it were a choice to include me, like a button or the spin of  a wheel on 
his favourite late night drivel “Wheel of  Fortune”, like it was a decision with 
limitations and concrete mental cutoffs, when really it was like the 
destructive and allusive sawing of  a thick rope from a hot air balloon, 
letting go and floating off  into the sky and distant sunset, shrinking from 
existence except from the person standing in the field with rope burns to 
tend to and a fresh memory to tame, and sensory input to suppress, “no,” I 
told him,  “including me in the decision isn’t something consciously done, 
it’s automatic, it’s the way it is without cause or understanding, and it should 
have been blatantly obvious,” but I contained, oh dear that one the hard 
pecking fact against my brain and organs how stupid, stupid stupid this man 
was in front of  me, and even more so the notion of  how stupid, stupid 
stupid, me, this juvenile being I am is for feeling a sudden dryness in my 
throat, and how utterly painful it was for me to keep my palm in place and 
to not wrap it around his cheek in a cupped sentimental fashion, while my 
other palm argued for me to hand him a grand slap to the opposing side, 
so forceful and so meaningful that maybe, just maybe, the neurons in his 
prefrontal lobe would warm and resurrect themselves back into their proper 
position, next to me, in my bed, in the shitty desolate apartment that many 
passersby mistake for a homeless person’s choice of  luxury, and how angry, 
how angry, I was that in his bodily position he displayed no remorse or even
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a flutter of  indecision, for my sake, that he didn’t do that for me, even 
slightly pretend that this hurt him as much as it was hurting me, and how 
feverishly broken I was that he seemingly couldn’t read me, read my body 
and my eyes like he said he could those some-odd years ago, decode the 
motivation behind the act of  squeezing my eyelids close together in order 
to press the tears back into their sockets, my paper white skin on the surface 
of  my hands stretched so tight across the bones a sharp point pinched 
through them, and most of  all, my body frozen, muscles and tendons and 
limbs and bones meshing together into a unified blotch of  human 
indiscernibles that felt like in its hard solidarity that it would have to hop 
across the room if  the situation called for it, like he couldn’t recall in his 
ignorantly vulnerable state the way my body flowed when dancing on our 
second date, or the way he would joke about my limbs being a separate 
entity from the torso, he didn’t ask, he didn’t notice, or at least, he was 
pretending not to in order to protect his own delicate emotional wall that I 
have been capable of  smashing on any given hair twirl, smile, and any other 
hidden ‘motif ’ that he told me only a month into our dalliance ‘exploited 
his sense of  atheism and destroyed his feeble abandon plan and philosophy,’ 
but obviously, it wasn’t enough, I wasn’t enough, I’d decided that he wasn’t 
enough two weeks ago, setting my feminine righteous cap on overdrive and 
demanding consent for treating our sickness, that’s right it was our sickness, 
just as the bathroom was our bathroom with its toothpaste smeared surface, 
and the deteriorating vine plant was our dying plant, and the cracked plastic 
two dollar glasses were our glasses, and the tea-stained novels and poetry 
books were our stained literature, his was mine and mine was his, everything 
was one and I always wanted it to be one, no matter how badly he wanted 
to run and no matter how hot my rage and my tears were when they ran 
down my face when I couldn’t find him on various endless nights, one is us, 
that’s what us is, but I knew that my lack of  articulation and abrupt burst of  
emotion would frighten him, so much that he’d run faster away from me, 
bright and loud enough for him to further convince himself  that “his 
intention to not include me in this” was genuine enough of  a cutoff  
as a bash against a hard rock and anterograde amnesia was, but the 
torturous silence was enough to outline his psychoanalysis, so I said, 
“so this is what you want then,” and he nodded almost instantly into the 
beer mug like a wishing well, but I knew that that air between the nod and
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my proposed question would slap me for consistent years to come, whether 
he meant it or whether he didn’t, I know that he knows that his abandon 
plan would leave me simply longing for a hot air balloon, left with nothing 
but rope burns and dust, and that deep sifting  knowledge that so much of  
us dies in between the air of  the unsaid.
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This story is dedicated to those young women who have never been given the chance in 
their lives to know, seek, or get what they want.

 Lakshmi, the divinely beautiful goddess of  beauty and wealth stood 
smiling in the sanctum sanctorum of  the temple, clad in a gorgeous red and 
gold sari that the devotees had presented her with. The dozen flower 
garlands on her neck, the shiny imitation gold necklaces and bangles and 
the ruby studded crown on her head. Amongst the crowd of  worshippers, 
at the feet of  the goddess, was little Lakshmi, named after the goddess 
herself. Barely five feet off  the floor, she gazed longingly at the sari worn by 
the goddess.
 “Perhaps maybe if  I were a goddess,” she thought. 
 The girls on TV were goddesses, she knew. She worked at her 
master’s house instead of  going to school like her master’s young sons, who 
were younger than she was. Every time she would mop the floor of  the 
living room, she would see them prancing like goddesses on the  
television screen. They were clad in the most unbelievable colors with 
their skin glowing like fresh rose petals. Their hands would be glittering 
in gold and silver and their necks gleaming with stones under the light. 
They would be consorts of  other men, equally as good looking as the God 
Vishnu, whose consort was Goddess Lakshmi. The goddesses of  the screen 
changed their outfits every minute – a brilliant blue hue in one minute and 
a sunny fresh yellow in another. Where did the devotees get these things 
from?
 Lakshmi knew on Sunday – the first Sunday when she didn’t have 
to go to work because her master’s family was out of  town. Her older 
brother made sure she would be at home, washing the clothes while he took 
the money she had made that month with him to the fair. There would be 
cloth-sellers, bangle-sellers, doll-makers, cobblers, fruit-sellers, grocers, 
potters, weavers and dancers at the fair on Sunday. What a sight it would be 
to see!
 She stood at the bucket of  dirty water behind their house – a one-
roomed, unfurnished, unpainted brick home with an asbestos sheet that
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served as a roof.  It was the only inheritance their mother had left them 
after she died. It was also the only thing that reminded them of  their father, 
who had married another woman in a far away village. 
 Perhaps maybe if  she asked her brother again, he’d let her go to the 
fair. 
	 “What	does	a	fifteen	year	old	know	about	bargaining	for	wares	at	a	
fair?” he asked.
	 She	had	to	wash	his	shirts	and	hang	them	out	to	dry	by	
sunset.	Then	there	was	the	spinach	to	wash,	drain	and	cook.	But	some	sort	
of 	courage	overtook	her	that	evening.	Her	arms	aching	from	the	washing,	
her	fingers	and	nails	dirt-stained	and	her	skirt	wet,	her	toes	crumbling	with	
fatigue,	she	walked	to	the	fair.	She	barely	realized	that	she	had	walked	a	mile	
so	far.	That	was	when	she	saw	the	bangle	store	and	let	out	a	gasp.	There	
was	every	color	you	could	ask	for.	The	bangles	glittered	under	the	lamp	that	
the	owner	had	lit.	An	overpowering	urge	to	wear	them	took	her	uncon-
sciously	near	the	wares,	touching	each	and	every	one.
 “Oh, I’m a goddess!”	she	thought.
	 The	bangle	seller	looked	sternly,	bringing	her	back	to	reality.
	 “Are	you	here	to	buy?”	he	asked.
	 She	stood	transfixed,	unable	to	hear	a	word	he	said.	“Dear	God-
desses,”	she	prayed,	“is	this	what	life	is	like	for	you	every	day?”	Her	eyes	
turned	from	brown	to	a	million	colors,	reflecting	each	and	every	piece	
before her.
	 Someone	touched	her	shoulder	and	she	turned	around.	The	strang-
er	smiled.	He	seemed	familiar.	What	would	her	brother	do	if 	he	found	out?	
She	was	not	to	be	talking	to	strangers	outside	the	house	for	any	reason.	She	
remembered	quite	too	well	what	happened	to	her	older	sister	when	she	did	
the same thing. 
	 “You	like	them?”	he	asked.
	 She	nodded,	trying	to	figure	out	where	she	had	seen	him.
	 “Don’t	be	frightened,”	he	said.	Pulling	out	a	ten	rupee	note	and	
handing	it	to	the	bangle	seller,	he	picked	six	deep-red	glass	bangles,	half 	
wrapped	up	in	a	newspaper	and	handed	it	to	her,	walking	away.
	 “Sir,”	she	weakly	called,	“but	who	are	you?	I	think	I	have	seen	you	
before.”
	 “Unlikely,”	he	said,	“I’m	Vishnu,	and	I’m	new	to	this	town.”	
 And then he disappeared.
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 Hey hey folks, this is Sam Scream here at WKBL with another spooky 
Hallowe’en radio special. Our next story takes place in a small northern town where two 
young and foolhardy boys are about to get more than they bargained for when, during the 
course of  their exploration, things get a little... frightening.

 “Holy, I didn’t think this road was that long,” Thomas moaned as 
they walked. 
 “We should really stop relying on Google Maps, it’s a terrible judge 
of  distance,” Ben added.
  “It’s probably more likely that we’re the ones who are the terrible 
judges of  distance.”

 Ben and Thomas were walking down a dirt road that ran parallel to 
a river. It was fairly late at night and, with the moon a waxing crescent, very 
dark. A slight breeze kept the leaves rustling and caused Thomas to button 
his shirt.

	 “Was	the	first	time	you	saw	it	last	week	too?	While	we	were	cano-
ing?”	Thomas	asked.
 “Yeah, it didn’t look like it was too far behind the lock. The win-
dows were all boarded up, so hopefully we won’t be bothered while we 
adventure around the place.”
	 “And	you	said	the	lock	closes	at	seven?	So	the	lock	workers	should	
be long gone too,” Thomas said, answering himself.

 The dirt road widened as they reached the parking lot for the lock. 
No boats appeared to be moored there that night and the boys sighed in re-
lief  as, if  there were, they would have had to call off  their adventure. They 
were closing in on the lock house when they suddenly froze in their tracks.

	 “Do	you	hear	that?”	Ben	asked	in	a	hushed	voice.	
	 “Sounds	like	talking,”	Thomas	whispered	in	reply.
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 The two boys crouched down and hid in the shadows that were 
created by the duly orange street lamps that lit the parking lot. They crept 
behind a tree and strained their ears.

 “... of  course that last song was ‘Paint It Black’ by the one and only Rolling 
Stones. You’re listening to WXRT Radio with your host Teddy Fly and this is the Late 
Night Classics Radio Show ...”

 “Ah, it’s just the radio,” sighed Thomas, starting to breath again.
 “You don’t think someone is at the lock though, do you? Or maybe 
there is a boat moored on the other side of  the lock?” Ben asked nervously.
 “I don’t see any lights on in the lock house itself...,” replied Thom-
as, “and I dunno about you, but I am definitely not turning back yet. It took 
twenty minutes just to walk here!”
 “Good point,” Ben said while nodding. “Just act casual. This is 
government land so uh, we have the right to be here?”
 “Well jeeze, that’s reassuring,” Thomas grinned.

 The boys began to make their move, quickly shuffling back to the 
sidewalk as inconspicuously as possible. The lock house was completely 
shaded by large willows growing between it and the street lamps by the 
water. Out of  the near total darkness that the house resided in, two ghostly 
red lights poured out. Ben and Thomas once again froze in their steps, but 
Thomas quickly regained his composure and pressed on. All this time the 
voice of  Teddy Fly had been growing louder and, in conjunction with the 
eerie red lights, Thomas allowed his curiosity to pull him to the lock house. 
Upon closer inspection, the red lights revealed themselves to be the lights 
of  a radio, a radio which sat perched outside on the window ledge.
 “Okay, this is just bizarre. Who leaves a radio out and playing? 
Aren’t they worried about it getting stolen? Who forgets something like 
this?” Thomas questioned.
 “I dunno but this place makes me feel uncomfortable. I can feel my 
skin crawling. Let’s go,” replied Ben.

 “... alright folks, that’s enough for me until tomorrow night. This is Teddy Fly 
and the Late Night Classics Radio Show signing off. Goodnight! Thus concludes our 
broadcast day.”
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 With that the radio began blasting out white noise. Alarmed, the 
boys moved quickly away from the radio and headed east from the lock 
house. After crossing a ditch and scaling a hill, the old abandoned house 
came slowly into view. The house looked old, but not quite ancient. Both 
the front door and all the windows were boarded up, but this only added to 
the rustic beauty that the house emanated. While Ben investigated the rear 
of  the house Thomas attempted to take pictures of  it, but failed because of  
the darkness that night. He was just walking up the steps to the porch when 
Ben rushed around the side and waved him over.

 “What’s up?” asked Thomas. 
 “You have to see the back of  this house,” Ben replied nervously.
 “Is there a way in back there?” 
 “Yeah, but I’m not so sure about using it.”

 The rear side of  the house was a complete contrast to the front 
side. Decrepit and blackened from fire the backside was falling apart. One 
of  windows was uncovered but its sill was at least a metre from the ground 
and the window itself  was barely wide enough for either of  the boys to 
fit in. Ben pointed to the right of  the window on the ground and there 
Thomas saw what had unnerved him so. Like a doorway to hell, there was 
the cellar staircase made up of  cement and covered with overgrown weeds.

 “You uh, brought flashlights right?” Thomas asked. 
 “Yes, thank gawd,” Ben answered while rummaging through his 
satchel.

 Flashlight produced, Ben began the descent into the cellar.

 “Hey, do you not have another flashlight?” asked Thomas shakily.   
 “Oh, sorry,” Ben replied, turning around and handing one to him.

 Together with their flashlights on they descended into the perverse 
darkness. The small basement was surprisingly barren with few objects of  
interest. Thomas headed deeper into the bowels of  the house in hopes of  
finding something to make the trip worthwhile.
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 “Hey Ben, there aren’t any stairs to the upper level of  the house,” 
Thomas commented. 
 Thomas was answered with silence. He appeared to be alone in the 
basement. 
 “Ben? Where are you? Hello?” Thomas called out.

 Alarmed, Thomas quickly did an inspection of  the basement, but 
found no trace of  Ben. Thomas shakily called out again, but still got no 
answer. ‘Maybe he just stepped outside,’ Thomas
thought to himself. He followed this train of  thought outside where he 
found nothing again. ‘Maybe he climbed into the upstairs of  the house 
through the window,’ Thomas thought wildly. ‘No, he would tell me if  he 
did that,” he rationalized. Thomas was standing behind the house breathing 
heavily and eyeing the black hole that was the unboarded window. He began 
to approach the window and, pulling himself  up on the sill, could still see 
nothing but the sheer darkness within. At that moment the house began to 
groan and Thomas could feel the window sucking wind in. And then the sill 
gave away and Thomas plummeted to the ground. As he lay there winded 
and facing the starless sky he saw the Moon which had become blood red 
and, rolling over, saw its red glow on the dewy grass.

 “This is ridiculous,” Thomas whispered to himself. “Ben? Ben?! 
Where are you?”

 No answer again. Thomas had to get out of  there so, after pulling 
himself  up, he began to run. He ran down the hill away from the house and 
toward the lock. As he reached the lock and its lock house he paused. “I 
can’t just leave Ben here,” he thought. He turned around and looked at the 
abandoned house which was barely visible. Just as he began to take his first 
step back toward the house he heard talking and froze to the spot.

 “... hope you enjoyed that last story which was sent in by an anonymous lis-
tener. This next story takes place ...”

 “Oh, just the radio again,” Thomas sighed in relief.
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 Shakily moving a foot forward he froze once again. The radio sta-
tion had ceased broadcast fifteen minutes ago.

 “... and was written by--”

 The radio host was interrupted by thumping.

 “Ah, it appears as though our guest has arrived. Just give me a moment to let 
him in folks.”

 Quiet footsteps sounded as the host went to the door and then 
returned.

 “Welcome to the show! Is this your first time on the air?” 
 “H-hello? Who is that? Thomas?”

 Thomas stopped breathing.

 “Haha, why this is my special Hallowe’en special. Why don’t you tell us your 
name?” 
 “My name...? My name is Ben.”

 Thomas ran.
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Currently, I am in my second year and am studying Human Biology and English. Much 
of  my poetry is themed around issues of  familial love and nature. In my spare time, I 
enjoy tutoring, babysitting, and spending time with family.

I like Kadabra. My favourite meal lately has been the Bulgogi Dolsot Dup Bap at the 
Pho/Korean restaurant on Spring Garden. I will defend René Descartes to the death and 
I am madly in love with a crazed, eloquent Frenchman.

Sopika Sathiyaseelan: a striving writer who constantly forgets to leave her ego at the 
door; has an undiagnosed obsession of  gazing at the moon and an inextinguishable crave 
for JavaChipFrappuccino.  Oh yes, she’s doing Neuroscience and English and Women’s 
studies.

Mathura Sabanayagam ..................................................................................... 14, 28, 38, 52

Elizabeth Salib .................................................................................................................. 65, 78

Sopika Sathiyaseelan ............................................................................................................. 59

22. Sentimentalist. The perky, girl-next-door type. When not relinquishing lyrical angst, 
can be found conducting cancer research, reading to sick children, and generally speaking 
being awesome. She will be pursuing her Master of  Public Health at Columbia University 
this fall.

I have always enjoyed photography ever since I picked up a camera in high school. My 
inspirations come from my surrounds and my environment. As an amateur photographer, 
I’m always learning different techniques while trying to develop my own style.

The heart of  poetry rests not in its ability to transform one’s reality or idea into sys-
tematically structured words on the blank page; but rather, in its ability to transcend the 
boundaries that divide the human race to unite us. 

Lucy Sun ................................................................................................................................... 23

Angela Tran .............................................................................................................................. 67

Chantelle Walters ............................................................................................................. 12, 26

I’m a final year student in English and Philosophy, and glad I’m finishing this year. In 
my free time, I read and write fiction and poetry, take pictures, go on adventures, and 
chase my dreams of  becoming a unicorn wrangler.

Kevin Wang ....................................................................................................................... 58, 62

Hello, my name is Richard. Richard Wang. Please figure the implications of  that name 
for yourself. I mostly do 2D stuff  and occasionally dabble in sculpture. Only 31 words so 
far? What about the other 9? Whadya know- it’s done.

Richard Wang .......................................................................................................................... 73

These contributors did not submit a biography,  we’ll let their pieces speak for them:

Florence So................................................................................................................................ 79
Arianne Tong............................................................................................................................ 32
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